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VELMA, the AI Hotel chatbot generated $579M* in leads for its hotel customers' websites in 2023


Increase your direct sales and enhance your CRM

Quite simply, Velma (Hotel chatbot) installed on the website generates direct bookings; and qualified leads for the sales teams. In 2023, these leads amounted to over $579M*.
*Audited by Ciklea Accounting & Audit Paris.



Increase conversions and automate repetitive tasks

The AI virtual assistant, Velma, successfully processes 85% of customer requests in 35 languages, enabling you to maximise your conversion rates and boost the efficiency of your teams, while reducing operational costs.



Improve your search engine optimisation and campaigns

Conversation analysis can be used to generate predictive models enabling you to update the hotel's website in real-time, as well as your communication and marketing campaigns (Use SEO for more direct booking).



About Us




Why Quicktext?


To harness AI and big data in the hotel sector

By harnessing AI and big data in the hotel sector, Quicktext provides a unique proposal, enabling you to:
	Structure and share hotels’ data, 
	Interact automatically with customers,
	Optimise sales, content, and marketing,
	Supply data for business intelligence.




Validated and rewarded by several awards around the world

Quicktext's technological advance has been recognised on a number of occasions, in particular at the Premium Travel Awards in Shenzen, China, and at the International Tourism Meeting in Paris, France.



96% recommandation rate over 76 countries

With a recommendation rate of 96% according to the Hotel Tech Report, which assesses the quality of technological solutions in the global hotel industry, Quicktext is regularly ranked #1 in the field of AI in the hospitality industry among 24 companies  (Not just the best hotel chatbot).








Quicktext: Collect, process and generate data!
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Q-DATA 
STRUCTURED DATA BY QUICKTEXT


Quicktext analyses, structures and provides over 1900 data points for every hotel. 
This structured and centralised data supplies responses for artificial intelligence, optimises online marketing strategy, and dynamically generates content (web, app, help desk).
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Q-BRAIN+ 
AI BY QUICKTEXT


Q-Brain+: the AI behind Velma, is the first and only AI for hospitality composed of both conversational and generative AI layers.
Velma, equipped with this 4th generation AI (Hotel industry ‘No.1 Artificial Intelligence of the Year’ at the Premium Travel Awards) enables hotels to increase their incomes, boost staff productivity and improve customer satisfaction.
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Q-SERVICES 
BIG DATA BY QUICKTEXT


Quicktext anonymises, centralises and indexes all the data produced during conversations between Velma and customers.
Processing this data enables you to:
	Optimise the hotel's commercial, marketing and help desk operations.
	Create predictive models.





Q-SERVICES




All Quicktext's events 
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Insights for Hoteliers

𝐌𝐎𝐍𝐓𝐑𝐄𝐀𝐋, 𝐂𝐀𝐍𝐀𝐃𝐀
Join us for a groundbreaking webinar, "What Hoteliers of 2030 Wished They Knew in 2024," hosted online in French in Montreal & Paris!
Featuring a session by Benjamin Devisme, Co-founder of Quicktext, on "Increasing Direct Sales with AI and Common Sense". 
Learn how to leverage AI technology to boost your direct sales and stay ahead of the curve in the evolving hospitality landscape.
Learn about the concrete value AI brings in 2024 and how to seamlessly integrate this technology into your operations. Don't miss out on insights from AHGM and Quicktext!
Date: April 10, 2024
Time: 14:00 (Montreal) - 20:00 (Paris)
Register
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DATA REVENUE CAMP 2024

𝐀𝐋𝐓𝐄𝐀, 𝐀𝐋𝐈𝐂𝐀𝐍𝐓𝐄, 𝐒𝐏𝐀𝐈𝐍
Excited to announce our participation in the Data & Revenue CAMP 2024! Join us as we delve into the cutting-edge technology transforming operational processes in the hospitality industry. 
Benjamin, CEO of Quicktext, will be leading an insightful session on "The Technology for the Optimization of Operative Processes at a Hotel." 
Don't miss out on this opportunity to gain valuable insights and network with industry leaders. See you there! 
Date: March 14, 2024
Location: N-332 03590, Hotel CAP Negret, Altea, Alicante, Spain
Time: 09:00-14:00
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ITB BERLIN

𝐄𝐗𝐏𝐎𝐂𝐄𝐍𝐓𝐄𝐑 𝐂𝐈𝐓𝐘, 𝐁𝐄𝐑𝐋𝐈𝐍
Everybody that really counts is at ITB Berlin 2024 ; the world's largest travel trade show. Join us for networking and trendsetting events @ITB Berlin Convention as we are launching "Pioneer the Transition in Travel & Tourism”. 
Together let's shape the future of travel! 
Save the date in your calendars today! 
Date: March 5-7, 2024
Location: Hall 6.1 - stand 230, Berlin, Germany




We are running



Testimonials
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The possibility of integrating multiple communication channels. Integration with Booking, expedia and many others. A very complete backend. Hotel chain friendly. Very customizable. Continuous improvement and attention to customer feedback Very quick integration with our booking engine.
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Quicktext is the best-suited platform for our hotels. Its user-friendly back-end interface supports multiple languages and links with our booking engine for real-time reservations, generating incremental revenue. Our GM and staff love the tool, and Quicktext's support worked closely with us from onboarding to post go-live.
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Quicktext has proven to be an efficient and affordable system for us, providing exceptional service and response to both our staff and guests. It has played a vital role during this crisis by attending to guest inquiries promptly. We appreciate Quicktext's support and look forward to a long-lasting partnership.
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Quicktext's customer reps are exceptional, always improving the software to our needs. The user-friendly interface allows control over AI text responses, while multilingual support caters to our global customer base. Quicktext's live chat has boosted revenue by quickly responding to inquiries.  
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Velma can answer customer queries instantly, making it a persistent presence on our website. It provides polite and efficient customer service and can manage multiple conversations simultaneously, replacing traditional forms of contact such as emails and phone calls. Velma is easy to integrate and manage. 
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Quicktext is a specialized solution that understands our needs. Their evolving platform is an excellent conversational and conversion tool, with data analysis helping us focus on the right metrics. Onboarding Quicktext is straightforward, enabling us to concentrate on business.
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Ready to begin?
Get a comprehensive overview of how AI and big data
 can improve your business and boost income, productivity 
 and customer satisfaction for your hotel.

See Velma in action !Contact us 





America
Los Angeles+1 213 561 6679 
Mexico City+52 5539014581 
Montreal+1 438 803 6087 
New York+1 201 294 1693 
Punta Cana+1 829 637 7801 

Europe
Amsterdam800 2300645
Barcelona+34 932 710 438 
Berlin800 0010457
Lisbon +351 915 451 531 
London+44 20 3514 9316 
Milan800 693801
Paris+33 1 85 54 00 49 
Prague+420 724 917 988 

Asia
Bangkok+66 99 195 4921 
Dubai+971 50 624 5420
Gold Coast+61 434 897 903
Guangzhou+86 136 31442155 
Hong Kong+852 9035 0906 
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